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Abstract
Existing neural methods for data-to-text gen-
eration are still struggling to produce long and
diverse texts: they are insufficient to model
input data dynamically during generation, to
capture inter-sentence coherence, or to gener-
ate diversified expressions. To address these
issues, we propose a Planning-based Hierar-
chical Variational Model (PHVM). Our model
first plans a sequence of groups (each group
is a subset of input items to be covered by a
sentence) and then realizes each sentence con-
ditioned on the planning result and the pre-
viously generated context, thereby decompos-
ing long text generation into dependent sen-
tence generation sub-tasks. To capture expres-
sion diversity, we devise a hierarchical latent
structure where a global planning latent vari-
able models the diversity of reasonable plan-
ning and a sequence of local latent variables
controls sentence realization. Experiments
show that our model outperforms state-of-the-
art baselines in long and diverse text genera-
tion.
1 Introduction
Data-to-text generation is to generate natural lan-
guage texts from structured data (Gatt and Krah-
mer, 2018), which has a wide range of applications
(for weather forecast, game report, product de-
scription, advertising document, etc.). Most neu-
ral methods focus on devising encoding scheme
and attention mechanism, namely, (1) exploiting
input structure to learn better representation of in-
put data (Lebret et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018), and
(2) devising attention mechanisms to better em-
ploy input data (Mei et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018;
Nema et al., 2018) or to dynamically trace which
part of input has been covered in generation (Kid-
don et al., 2016). These models are able to pro-
∗*Corresponding author: Minlie Huang.
duce fluent and coherent short texts in some appli-
cations.
However, to generate long and diverse texts
such as product descriptions, existing methods
are still unable to capture the complex semantic
structures and diversified surface forms of long
texts. First, existing methods are not good at
modeling input data dynamically during genera-
tion. Some neural methods (Kiddon et al., 2016;
Feng et al., 2018) propose to record the accumu-
lated attention devoted to each input item. How-
ever, these records may accumulate errors in rep-
resenting the state of already generated prefix, thus
leading to wrong new attention weights. Second,
inter-sentence coherence in long text generation
is not well captured (Wiseman et al., 2017) due
to the lack of high-level planning. Recent stud-
ies propose to model planning but still have much
space for improvement. For instance, in (Pudup-
pully et al., 2019) and (Sha et al., 2018), planning
is merely designed for ordering input items, which
is limited to aligning input data with the text to
be generated. Third, most methods fail to gener-
ate diversified expressions. Existing data-to-text
methods inject variations at the conditional out-
put distribution, which is proved to capture only
low-level variations of expressions (Serban et al.,
2017).
To address the above issues, we propose a novel
Planning-based Hierarchical Variational Model
(PHVM). To better model input data and alleviate
the inter-sentence incoherence problem, we design
a novel planning mechanism and adopt a compati-
ble hierarchical generation process, which mimics
the process of human writing. Generally speaking,
to write a long text, a human writer first arranges
contents and discourse structure (i.e., high-level
planning) and then realizes the surface form of
each individual part (low-level realization). Mo-
tivated by this, our proposed model first performs
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1 . <类型,裙>
<Category, Dress / Skirt>
2 . <版型,显瘦>
<Design, Figure Flattering>
3 . <材质,棉>
<Material, Cotton>
4 . <风格,文艺>
<Style, Aesthetic>
5 . <风格,青春>
<Style, Youthful>
6 . <风格,清新>
<Style, Fresh>
7 . <图案,格子>
<Pattern, Plaid>
8 . <裙下摆,荷叶边>
<Hem, Flounce>
9 . <裙腰型,高腰>
<Waist, High-rise>
10. <裙长,半身裙>
<Length, Skirt>
11. <裙款式,不规则>
<Element, irregular>
Input:
Group 1 3, 10
4, 6, 7
2, 9
5, 8, 11
这款半身裙，纯棉的面料，舒适透气；
This skirt is made of pure cotton，which is comfortable
and breathable;
融入清新文艺的格纹元素，展现出俏皮可爱的学院风；
The fresh and aesthetic plaid brings about lovely preppy
style;
修身的版型，高腰的设计，提高腰线，修饰完美身材；
The figure flattering design -- in particular, the high-rise
design -- heightens your waistline and perfects your body
shape;
不规则荷叶边裙摆的设计，灵动温婉中又多了几分洒
脱随性的格调，洋溢着青春的气息。
The irregular flounce is youthful, making the mild you
look a bit more free and easy.
Generation:
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Figure 1: Generation process of PHVM. After encod-
ing a list of input attribute-value pairs, PHVM first
conducts planning by generating a sequence of groups,
each of which is a subset of input items. Each sentence
is then realized conditioned on the corresponding group
and its previous generated sentences.
planning by segmenting input data into a sequence
of groups, and then generates a sentence condi-
tioned on the corresponding group and preceding
generated sentences. In this way, we decompose
long text generation into a sequence of dependent
sentence generation sub-tasks where each sub-task
depends specifically on an individual group and
the previous context. By this means, the input data
can be well modeled and inter-sentence coherence
can be captured. Figure 1 depicts the process.
To deal with expression diversity, this model
also enables us to inject variations at both high-
level planning and low-level realization with a hi-
erarchical latent structure. At high level, we in-
troduce a global planning latent variable to model
the diversity of reasonable planning. At low level,
we introduce local latent variables for sentence
realization. Since our model is based on Con-
ditional Variational Auto-Encoder (CVAE) (Sohn
et al., 2015), expression diversity can be captured
by the global and local latent variables.
We evaluate the model on a new advertising
text1 generation task which requires the system to
generate a long and diverse advertising text that
covers a given set of attribute-value pairs describ-
ing a product (see Figure 1). We also evaluate
1An advertising text describes a product with attractive
wording. The goal of writing such texts is to advertise a prod-
uct and attract users to buy it.
our model on the recipe text generation task from
(Kiddon et al., 2016) which requires the system
to correctly use the given ingredients and main-
tain coherence among cooking steps. Experiments
on advertising text generation show that our model
outperforms state-of-the-art baselines in automatic
and manual evaluation. Our model also general-
izes well to long recipe text generation and out-
performs the baselines. Our contributions are two-
fold:
• We design a novel Planning-based Hierar-
chical Variational Model (PHVM) which in-
tegrates planning into a hierarchical latent
structure. Experiments show its effectiveness
in coverage, coherence, and diversity.
• We propose a novel planning mechanism
which segments the input data into a se-
quence of groups, thereby decomposing long
text generation into dependent sentence gen-
eration sub-tasks. Thus, input data can be
better modeled and inter-sentence coherence
can be better captured. To capture expres-
sion diversity, we devise a hierarchical la-
tent structure which injects variations at both
high-level planning and low-level realization.
2 Related Work
Traditional methods (Reiter and Dale, 1997; Stent
et al., 2004) for data-to-text generation consist
of three components: content planning, sentence
planning, and surface realization. Content plan-
ning and sentence planning are responsible for
what to say and how to say respectively; they
are typically based on hand-crafted (Kukich,
1983; Dalianis and Hovy, 1993; Hovy, 1993) or
automatically-learnt rules (Duboue and McKe-
own, 2003). Surface realization generates natu-
ral language by carrying out the plan, which is
template-based (McRoy et al., 2003; van Deemter
et al., 2005) or grammar-based (Bateman, 1997;
Espinosa et al., 2008). As these models are shal-
low and the two stages (planning and realization)
often function separately, traditional methods are
unable to capture rich variations of texts.
Recently, neural methods have become the
mainstream models for data-to-text generation due
to their strong ability of representation learning
and scalability. These methods perform well in
generating weather forecasts (Mei et al., 2016) or
very short biographies (Lebret et al., 2016; Liu
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Figure 2: Architecture of PHVM. The model controls planning with a global latent variable zp. The plan decoder
conducts planning by generating a sequence of groups g = g1g2...gT where gt is a subset of input items and
specifies the content of sentence st to be generated. The sentence decoder controls the realization of st with a local
latent variable zst ; dependencies among z
s
t are explicitly modeled to better capture inter-sentence coherence.
et al., 2018; Sha et al., 2018; Nema et al., 2018)
using well-designed data encoder and attention
mechanisms. However, as demonstrated in Wise-
man et al. (2017) (a game report generation task),
existing neural methods are still problematic for
long text generation: they often generate incoher-
ent texts. In fact, these methods also lack the abil-
ity to model diversity of expressions.
As for long text generation, recent studies tackle
the incoherence problem from different perspec-
tives. To keep the decoder aware of the crucial
information in the already generated prefix, Shao
et al. (2017) appended the generated prefix to the
encoder, and Guo et al. (2018) leaked the extracted
features of the generated prefix from the discrim-
inator to the generator in a Generative Adversar-
ial Nets (Goodfellow et al., 2014). To model
dependencies among sentences, Li et al. (2015)
utilized a hierarchical recurrent neural network
(RNN) decoder. Konstas and Lapata (2013) pro-
posed to plan content organization with grammar
rules while Puduppully et al. (2019) planned by
reordering input data. Most recently, Moryossef
et al. (2019) proposed to select plans from all pos-
sible ones, which is infeasible for large inputs.
As for diverse text generation, existing meth-
ods can be divided into three categories: enrich-
ing conditions (Xing et al., 2017), post-processing
with beam search and rerank (Li et al., 2016), and
designing effective models (Xu et al., 2018). Some
text-to-text generation models (Serban et al., 2017;
Zhao et al., 2017) inject high-level variations with
latent variables. Variational Hierarchical Conver-
sation RNN (VHCR) (Park et al., 2018) is a most
similar model to ours, which also adopts a hierar-
chical latent structure. Our method differs from
VHCR in two aspects: (1) VHCR has no plan-
ning mechanism, and the global latent variable is
mainly designed to address the KL collapse prob-
lem, while our global latent variable captures the
diversity of reasonable planning; (2) VHCR in-
jects distinct local latent variables without direct
dependencies, while our method explicitly mod-
els the dependencies among local latent variables
to better capture inter-sentence connections. Shen
et al. (2019) proposed ml-VAE-D with multi-level
latent variables. However, the latent structure of
ml-VAE-D consists of two global latent variables:
the top-level latent variable is introduced to learn a
more flexible prior of the bottom-level latent vari-
able which is then used to decode a whole para-
graph. By contrast, our hierarchical latent struc-
ture is tailored to our planning mechanism: the top
level latent variable controls planning results and a
sequence of local latent variables is introduced to
obtain fine-grained control of sentence generation
sub-tasks.
We evaluated our model on a new advertising
text generation task which is to generate a long
and diverse text that covers all given specifica-
tions about a product. Different from our task,
the advertising text generation task in (Chen et al.,
2019) is to generate personalized product descrip-
tion based on product title, product aspect (e.g.,
“appearance”), and user category.
3 Task Definition
Given input data x = {d1, d2, ..., dN} where each
di can be an attribute-value pair or a keyword,
our task is to generate a long and diverse text
y = s1s2...sT (st is the tth sentence) that cov-
ers x as much as possible. For the advertising
text generation task, x consists of specifications
about a product where each di is an attribute-value
pair < ai, vi >. For the recipe text generation
task, x is an ingredient list where each di is an in-
gredient. Since the recipe title r is also used for
generation, we abuse the symbol x to represent
< {d1, d2, ..., dN}, r > for simplification.
4 Approach
4.1 Overview
Figure 2 shows the architecture of PHVM. PHVM
first samples a global planning latent variable zp
based on the encoded input data; zp serves as a
condition variable in both planning and hierarchi-
cal generation process. The plan decoder takes
zp as initial input. At time step t, it decodes
a group gt which is a subset of input items (di)
and specifies the content of the tth sentence st.
When the plan decoder finishes planning, the hier-
archical generation process starts, which involves
the high-level sentence decoder and the low-level
word decoder. The sentence decoder models inter-
sentence coherence in semantic space by comput-
ing a sentence representation hst and sampling a
local latent variable zst for each group. h
s
t and z
s
t ,
along with gt, guide the word decoder to realize
the corresponding sentence st.
The planning process decomposes the long text
generation task into a sequence of dependent sen-
tence generation sub-tasks, thus facilitating the hi-
erarchical generation process. With the hierar-
chical latent structure, PHVM is able to capture
multi-level variations of texts.
4.2 Input Encoding
We first embed each input item di into vector
e(di). The recipe title r is also embedded as e(r).
We then encode x2 with a bidirectional Gated Re-
current Unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014). For ad-
vertising text generation, x is represented as the
concatenation of the last hidden states of the for-
ward and backward GRU enc(x) = [
−→
hN ;
←−
h1]; for
recipe text generation, enc(x) = [
−→
hN ;
←−
h1; e(r)].
hi = [
−→
hi ;
←−
hi ] is the context-aware representation
of di. Note that input encoder is not necessarily an
RNN; other neural encoders or even other encod-
ing schemes are also feasible, such as multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) and bag of words.
2For advertising text generation, x is first ordered by at-
tributes so that general attributes are ahead of specific ones;
for recipe text generation, we retain the order in the dataset
4.3 Planning Process
The planning process generates a subset of input
items to be covered for each sentence, thus decom-
posing long text generation into easier dependent
sentence generation sub-tasks. Due to the flexi-
bility of language, there may exist more than one
reasonable text that covers the same input but in
different order. To capture such variety, we model
the diversity of reasonable planning with a global
planning latent variable zp. Different samples of
zp may lead to different planning results which
control the order of content. This process can be
formulated as follows:
g = argmaxgP (g|x, zp) (1)
where g = g1g2...gT is a sequence of groups, and
each group gt is a subset of input items which is a
main condition when realizing the sentence st.
The global latent variable zp is assumed to fol-
low the isotropic Gaussian distribution, and is
sampled from its prior distribution pθ(zp|x) =
N (µp, σp2I) during inference and from its ap-
proximate posterior distribution qθ′ (z
p|x, y) =
N (µp′ , σp′2I) during training:
[µp; log σp2] =MLPθ(x) (2)
[µp
′
; log σp
′2] =MLPθ′ (x, y) (3)
We solve Eq. 1 greedily by computing gt =
argmaxgtP (gt|g<t, x, zp) with the plan decoder
(a GRU). Specifically, at time step t, the plan de-
coder makes a binary prediction for each input
item by estimating P (di ∈ gt|g<t, x, zp):
P (di ∈ gt) = σ(vTp tanh(Wp[hi;hpt ] + bp)) (4)
where σ denotes the sigmoid function, hi is the
vector of input item di, and h
p
t is the hidden
state of the plan decoder. Each group is therefore
formed as gt = {di|P (di ∈ gt) > 0.5} (If this is
empty, we set gt as {argmaxdiP (di ∈ gt)}.).
We feed bow(gt) (the average pooling of
{hi|di ∈ gt}) to the plan decoder at the next time
step, so that hpt+1 is aware of what data has been
selected and what has not. The planning process
proceeds until the probability of stopping at the
next time step is over 0.5:
P stopt = σ(Wch
p
t + bc) (5)
The hidden state is initialized with enc(x) and
zp. The plan decoder is trained with full super-
vision, which is applicable to those tasks where
reference plans are available or can be approxi-
mated. For both tasks we evaluate in this paper,
we approximate the reference plans by recogniz-
ing the subset of input items covered by each sen-
tence with string match heuristics. The loss func-
tion at time step t is given by:
− logP (gt = g˜t|g˜<t, x, zp)
=−
∑
di∈g˜t
logP (di ∈ gt)
−
∑
di /∈g˜t
log(1− P (di ∈ gt))
(6)
where g˜t is the reference group. As a result, zp is
forced to capture features of reasonable planning.
4.4 Hierarchical Generation Process
The generation process produces a long text y =
s1s2...sT in alignment with the planning result
g = g1g2...gT , which is formulated as follows:
c = {x, zp} (7)
y = argmaxyP (y|g, c) (8)
We perform sentence-by-sentence generation
and solve Eq. 8 greedily by computing st =
argmaxstP (st|s<t, g, c). st focuses more on gt
than on the entire plan g. The generation pro-
cess is conducted hierarchically, which consists
of sentence-level generation and word-level gen-
eration. Sentence-level generation models inter-
sentence dependencies at high level, and interac-
tively controls word-level generation which con-
ducts low-level sentence realization.
Sentence-level Generation The sentence de-
coder (a GRU) performs sentence-level genera-
tion; for each sentence st to be generated, it pro-
duces a sentence representation hst and introduces
a local latent variable zst to control sentence real-
ization.
The latent variable zst is assumed to follow the
isotropic Gaussian distribution. At time step t, the
sentence decoder samples zst from the prior dis-
tribution pφ(zst |s<t, g, c) = N (µst , σs2t I) during
inference and from the approximate posterior dis-
tribution qφ′ (z
s
t |s≤t, g, c) = N (µs
′
t , σ
s′2
t I) during
training. hst and the distribution of z
s
t are given by:
hst = GRU s([z
s
t−1;h
w
t−1], h
s
t−1) (9)
[µst ; log σ
s2
t ] =MLPφ(h
s
t , bow(gt)) (10)
[µs
′
t ; log σ
s′2
t ] =MLPφ′ (h
s
t , bow(gt), st) (11)
where hwt−1 is the last hidden state of the word de-
coder after decoding sentence st−1, and GRUs
denotes the GRU unit of the sentence decoder. By
this means, we constrain the distribution of zst in
two aspects. First, to strengthen the connection
from the planning result g, we additionally condi-
tion zst on gt to keep z
s
t focused on gt. Second,
to capture the dependencies on s<t, we explicitly
model the dependencies among local latent vari-
ables by inputting zst−1 to the sentence decoder, so
that zst is conditioned on z
s
<t and is expected to
model smooth transitions in a long text.
We initialize the hidden state hs0 by encoding
the input x, the global planning latent variable zp
and the planning result g:
hgt = GRUg(bow(gt), h
g
t−1) (12)
hs0 =Ws[enc(x); z
p;hgT ] + bs (13)
where hgT is the last hidden state of GRUg that
encodes the planning result g.
Word-level Generation The word decoder (a
GRU) conducts word-level generation; it decodes
a sentence st = argmaxstP (st|s<t, zst , g, c) con-
ditioned on {hst , zst , gt}. Specifically, we sample
word wtk of st as follows:
wtk ∼ P (wtk|wt<k, s<t, zst , g, c) (14)
4.5 Loss Function
We train our model end-to-end. The loss func-
tion has three terms: the negative evidence lower
bound (ELBO) of logP (y|x) (L1), the loss of pre-
dicting the stop signal (L2) and the bag-of-word
loss (Zhao et al., 2017) (L3).
We first derive the ELBO:
logP (y|x) ≥ Eq
θ
′ (zp|x,y)[logP (y|x, zp)]
−DKL(qθ′ (zp|x, y)||pθ(zp|x))
(15)
logP (y|x, zp) = logP (g, y|x, zp)
=
T∑
t=1
logP (gt|g<t, x, zp)
+ logP (st|s<t, g, x, zp)
(16)
logP (st|s<t, g, x, zp)
≥ Eq
φ
′ (zst |s≤t,g,x,zp)[logP (st|s<t, zst , g, x, zp)]
−DKL(qφ′ (zst |s≤t, g, x, zp)||pφ(zst |s<t, g, x, zp))
(17)
We can obtain the ELBO by unfolding the right
hand side of Eq. 15 with Eq. 16 and 17. During
training, we use linear KL annealing technique to
alleviate the KL collapse problem(Bowman et al.,
2016).
L2 is given by:
L2 =
T−1∑
t=1
logP stopt + log(1− P stopT ) (18)
L3 is the sum of bag-of-word loss (Zhao et al.,
2017) applied to each sentence, which is another
technique to tackle the KL collapse problem.
5 Experiments
5.1 Dataset
We evaluated PHVM on two generation tasks. The
first task is the new advertising text generation task
which is to generate a long advertising text that
covers all given attribute-value pairs for a piece of
clothing. The second task is the recipe generation
task from (Kiddon et al., 2016) which is to gener-
ate a correct recipe for the given recipe title and
ingredient list.
Advertising Text Generation We constructed
our dataset from a Chinese e-commerce platform.
The dataset consists of 119K pairs of advertising
text and clothing specification table. Each table
is a set of attribute-value pairs describing a piece
of clothing. We made some modifications to the
original specification tables. Specifically, if some
attribute-value pairs from a table do not occur in
the corresponding text, the pairs are removed from
the table. We also recognized attribute values by
string matching with a dictionary of attribute val-
ues. If a pair occurs in the text but not in the table,
the pair is added to the table.
The statistics are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
Category Tops Dress / Skirt Pants
# Type 22 23 9
# Attr. 13 16 11
# Val. 264 284 203
Avg. # Input Pairs 7.7 7.7 6.6
Avg. Len. 110 111 108
# Instances 48K 47K 24K
Table 1: Detailed statistics of our dataset. # Attr. / #
Val.: the total number of attributes / attribute values.
Our dataset consists of three categories of cloth-
ing: tops, dress / skirt, and pants, which are fur-
ther divided into 22, 23, and 9 types respectively
# Attr. # Val. Vocab Avg. # Input Pairs Avg. # Len.
28 633 54.9K 7.5 110.2
Table 2: General statistics of our dataset. We counted
the size of vocabulary after removing brand names.
(E.g., shirt, sweater are two types of tops). Other
categories (e.g., hats and socks) are discarded be-
cause these categories have insufficient data for
training. The average length of advertising text
is about 110 words. To evaluate the expression
diversity of our dataset, we computed distinct-4
(see Section 5.3) on 3,000 randomly sampled texts
from our dataset. The distinct-4 score is 85.35%,
much higher than those of WIKIBIO (Lebret et al.,
2016) and ROTOWIRE (Wiseman et al., 2017)
(two popular data-to-text datasets). Therefore, our
dataset is suitable for evaluating long and diverse
text generation3.
We left 1,070 / 3,127 instances for validation /
test, and used the remainder for training.
Recipe Text Generation We used the same
train-validation-test split (82,590 / 1,000 / 1,000)
and pre-processing from (Kiddon et al., 2016). In
the training set, the average recipe length is 102 to-
kens, and the vocabulary size of recipe title / text
is 3,793 / 14,103 respectively. The recipe dataset
covers a wide variety of recipe types indicated by
the vocabulary size of recipe title.
5.2 Baselines
We compared our model with four strong base-
lines where the former two do not perform plan-
ning and the latter two do:
Checklist: This model utilizes an attention-based
checklist mechanism to record what input data has
been mentioned, and focuses more on what has not
during generation (Kiddon et al., 2016).
CVAE: The CVAE model proposed by Zhao et al.
(2017) uses a latent variable to capture the di-
versity of responses in dialogue generation. We
adapted it to our task by replacing the hierarchical
encoder with a one-layer bidirectional GRU.
Pointer-S2S: A two-stage method (Puduppully
et al., 2019) that decides the order of input
data with Pointer Network (Vinyals et al., 2015)
before generation with Sequence-to-Sequence
(Seq2Seq) (Bahdanau et al., 2015).
3We presented a detailed comparison with other bench-
mark corpora in Appendix A.2.
Models BLEU (%) Coverage (%) Length Distinct-4 (%) Repetition-4 (%)
Checklist 4.17 84.52** 83.61** 21.95** 46.40**
CVAE 4.02 77.65** 80.96** 41.69** 36.58**
Pointer-S2S 3.88** 85.97** 74.88** 18.16** 36.78**
Link-S2S 3.90** 70.49** 95.65 16.64** 59.83**
PHVM (ours) 2.85** 87.05 89.20** 72.87 3.90
w/o zp 3.07** 84.74** 91.97** 70.51** 4.19
w/o zst 3.38** 84.89** 75.28** 42.32** 20.88**
Table 3: Automatic evaluation for advertising text generation. We applied bootstrap resampling (Koehn, 2004) for
significance test. Scores that are significantly worse than the best results (in bold) are marked with ** for p-value
< 0.01.
Link-S2S Link-S2S (Sha et al., 2018) is a
Seq2Seq with link-based attention mechanism
where a link matrix parameterizes the probability
of describing one type of input item after another.
5.3 Implementation Details
For both advertising text generation and recipe text
generation, the settings of our model have many
in common. The dimension of word embedding
is 300. All embeddings were randomly initialized.
We utilized GRU for all RNNs. All RNNs, except
the input encoder, the plan decoder, and the plan
encoder, have a hidden size of 300. The global
planning latent variable and local latent variables
have 200 dimensions. We set batch size to 32
and trained our model using the Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a learning rate of
0.001 and gradient clipping threshold at 5. We se-
lected the best model in terms of L1 + L2 on the
validation set.
As we need to train the plan decoder with full
supervision, we extracted plans from the texts
by recognizing attribute values (or ingredients) in
each sentence with string match heuristics. Some
sentences do not mention any input items; we as-
sociated these sentences with a special tag, which
is treated as a special input item for Pointer-S2S,
Link-S2S, and our model. Although our extraction
method can introduce errors, the extracted plans
are sufficient to train a good plan decoder4.
Advertising Text Generation We embedded an
attribute-value pair by concatenating the embed-
ding of attribute and the embedding of attribute
value. Embedding dimensions for attribute and
attribute value are 30 and 100 respectively. The
input encoder, the plan decoder, and the plan en-
coder all have a hidden size of 100.
4Our corpus and code are available at
https://github.com/ZhihongShao/Planning-based-
Hierarchical-Variational-Model.git.
Recipe Text Generation We embedded a multi-
word title (ingredient) by taking average pooling
of the embeddings of its constituent words. Em-
bedding dimensions for title word and ingredient
word are 100 and 200 respectively. The input en-
coder, the plan decoder, and the plan encoder all
have a hidden size of 200.
5.4 Automatic Evaluation Metrics
We adopted the following automatic metrics. (1)
Corpus BLEU: BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2002).
(2) Coverage: This metric measures the average
proportion of input items that are covered by a
generated text. We recognized attribute values (in-
gredients) with string match heuristics. For the
advertising text generation task, synonyms were
also considered. (3) Length: The average length
of the generated texts. (4) Distinct-4: Distinct-
n (Li et al., 2016) is a common metric for diver-
sity which measures the ratio of distinct n-grams
in generated tokens. We adopted distinct-4. (5)
Repetition-4: This metric measures redundancy
with the percentage of generated texts that repeat
at least one 4-gram.
5.5 Advertising Text Generation
5.5.1 Automatic Evaluation
Table 3 shows the experimental results. As our
dataset possesses high expression diversity, there
are many potential expressions for the same con-
tent, which leads to the low BLEU scores of all
models. Our model outperforms the baselines in
terms of coverage, indicating that it learns to ar-
range more input items in a long text. With content
ordering, Pointer-S2S outperforms both Checklist
and CVAE in coverage. By contrast, our plan-
ning mechanism is even more effective in con-
trolling generation: each sentence generation sub-
task is specific and focused, and manages to cover
Models Grammaticality κ Coherence κ
Win (%) Lose (%) Tie (%) Win (%) Lose (%) Tie (%)
PHVM vs. Checklist 59.0** 23.5 17.5 0.484 54.5* 42.5 3.0 0.425
PHVM vs. CVAE 69.5** 13.5 17.0 0.534 60.0** 37.0 3.0 0.426
PHVM vs. Pointer-S2S 76.5** 17.0 6.5 0.544 56.5** 39.0 4.5 0.414
PHVM vs. Link-S2S 66.0** 28.5 5.5 0.462 62.5** 31.5 6.0 0.415
Table 4: Manual pair-wise evaluation for advertising text generation. We conducted Sign Test for significance test.
Scores marked with * mean p-value < 0.05 and ** for p-value < 0.01. κ denotes Fleiss’ kappa, all indicating
moderate agreement.
95.16% of the corresponding group on average.
Noticeably, Link-S2S also models planning but
has the lowest coverage, possibly because a static
link matrix is unable to model flexible content ar-
rangement in long text generation. As for diver-
sity, our model has substantially lower repetition-
4 and higher distinct-4, indicating that our gener-
ated texts are much less redundant and more di-
versified. Notably, Link-S2S has the longest texts
but with the highest repetition-4, which produces
many redundant expressions.
To investigate the influence of each component
in the hierarchical latent structure, we conducted
ablation tests which removed either global latent
variable zp or local latent variables zst . As ob-
served, removing zp leads to significantly lower
distinct-4, indicating that zp contributes to expres-
sion diversity. The lower coverage is because the
percentage of input items covered by a planning
result decreases from 98.4% to 94.4% on average,
which indicates that zp encodes useful information
for planning completeness. When removing zst ,
distinct-4 drops substantially, as the model tends
to generate shorter and more common sentences.
This indicates that zst contributes more to captur-
ing variations of texts. The significantly higher
repetition-4 is because removing zst weakens the
dependencies among sentences so that the word
decoder is less aware of the preceding generated
context. The lower coverage is because each gen-
erated sentence covers less planned items (from
95.16% to 93.07% on average), indicating that zst
keeps sentence st more focused on its group.
5.5.2 Manual Evaluation
To better evaluate the quality of the generated
texts, we conducted pair-wise comparisons manu-
ally. Each model generates texts for 200 randomly
sampled inputs from the test set. We hired five
annotators to give preference (win, lose or tie) to
each pair of texts (ours vs. a baseline, 800 pairs in
total).
Metrics Two metrics were independently eval-
uated during annotation: grammaticality which
measures whether a text is fluent and grammati-
cal, and coherence which measures whether a text
is closely relevant to input, logically coherent, and
well-organized.
Results The annotation results in Table 4 show
that our model significantly outperforms baselines
in both metrics. Our model produces more logi-
cally coherent and well-organized texts, which in-
dicates the effectiveness of the planning mecha-
nism. It is also worth noting that our model per-
forms better in terms of grammaticality. The rea-
son is that long text generation is decomposed into
sentence generation sub-tasks which are easier to
control, and our model captures inter-sentence de-
pendencies through modeling the dependencies
among local latent variables.
5.5.3 Diversity of Planning
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Figure 3: Average number of distinct planning results
(left) / average score of generation quality (right) when
the number of input pairs varies.
To evaluate how well our model can capture the
diversity of planning, we conducted another man-
ual evaluation. We randomly sampled 100 test in-
puts and generated 10 texts for each input by re-
Models BLEU (%) Coverage (%) Length Distinct-4 (%) Repetition-4 (%)
Checklist § 3.0 67.9 N/A N/A N/A
Checklist 2.6** 66.9* 67.59 30.67** 39.1**
CVAE 4.6 63.0** 57.49** 52.53** 38.7**
Pointer-S2S 4.3 70.4** 59.18** 30.72** 36.4**
Link-S2S 1.9** 53.8** 40.34** 24.93** 31.6**
PHVM (ours) 4.6 73.2 70.92 67.86 17.3
Table 5: Automatic evaluation for recipe text generation. Checklist was trained with its own source code. We also
re-printed results from (Kiddon et al., 2016) (i.e., Checklist §). We applied bootstrap resampling (Koehn, 2004) for
significance test. Scores that are significantly worse than the best results (in bold) are marked with * for p-value <
0.05 or ** for p-value < 0.01.
peatedly sampling latent variables. Five annota-
tors were hired to score (a Likert scale ∈ [1, 5])
a text about whether it is a qualified advertising
text, which requires comprehensive assessment in
terms of fluency, redundancy, content organiza-
tion, and coherence. We computed the average of
five ratings as the final score of a generated text.
Results The average score of a generated text is
4.27. Among the 1,000 generated texts, 79.0% of
texts have scores above 4. These results demon-
strate that our model is able to generate multiple
high-quality advertising texts for the same input.
We further analyzed how our model performs
with different numbers of input attribute-value
pairs (see Figure 3). A larger number of input
items indicates more potential reasonable ways
of content arrangement. As the number of input
items increases, our model produces more distinct
planning results while still obtaining high scores
(above 4.2). It indicates that our model captures
the diversity of reasonable planning. The aver-
age score drops slightly when the number of in-
put pairs is more than 12. This is due to insuf-
ficient training data for this range of input length
(accounting for 6.5% of the entire training set).
To further verify the planning diversity, we also
computed self-BLEU (Zhu et al., 2018) to evalu-
ate how different planning results (or texts) for the
same input overlap (by taking one planning result
(or text) as hypothesis and the rest 9 for the same
input as reference and then computing BLEU-4).
The average self-BLEU of the planning results is
43.37% and that of the texts is 16.87%, which
demonstrates the much difference among the 10
results for the same input.
Annotation Statistics The Fleiss’ kappa is 0.483,
indicating moderate agreement.
5.6 Recipe Text Generation
Table 5 shows the experimental results. Our model
outperforms baselines in terms of coverage and
diversity; it manages to use more given ingredi-
ents and generates more diversified cooking steps.
We also found that Checklist / Link-S2S produces
the general phrase “all ingredients” in 14.9% /
24.5% of the generated recipes, while CVAE /
Pointer-S2S / PHVM produce the phrase in 7.8% /
6.3% / 5.0% of recipes respectively. These results
demonstrate that our model may generalize well to
other data-to-text generation tasks.
6 Case Study
We present examples for both tasks in Appendix
B.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
We present the Planning-based Hierarchical Vari-
ational Model (PHVM) for long and diverse text
generation. A novel planning mechanism is pro-
posed to better model input data and address the
inter-sentence incoherence problem. PHVM also
leverages a hierarchical latent structure to capture
the diversity of reasonable planning and sentence
realization. Experiments on two data-to-text cor-
pora show that our model is more competitive to
generate long and diverse texts than state-of-the-
art baselines.
Our planning-based model may be inspiring to
other long text generation tasks such as long text
machine translation and story generation.
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A Dataset
A.1 Dataset Statistics
Categories Attributes Attribute Values
上衣
(Tops)
衣样式 (Type) 
衬衫 (Shirt), 
卫衣 (Sweater), 
西装 (Suit)
衣袖型 (Sleeve)
灯笼袖 (Lantern Sleeve), 
喇叭袖 (Flare Sleeve), 
蝙蝠袖 (Batwing Sleeve)
衣领型 (Collar)
西装领 (Notch Lapel), 
Polo领 (Polo-neck Collar), 
方领 (Square Collar)
裙
(Dress / 
Skirt)
裙型 (Type)
连衣裙 (One-piece Dress), 
百褶裙 (Pleated Skirt), 
伞裙 (Full Skirt)
裙下摆 (Hem)
荷叶边 (Flounce), 
压褶 (Pleated), 
垂坠 (Draping)
裙长 (Length)
长裙 (Long), 
半身裙 (Skirt), 
超短裙 (Miniskirt)
裤
(Pants)
裤型 (Type)
哈伦裤 (Harem Pants), 
铅笔裤 (Pencil Pants), 
背带裤 (Overalls)
裤腰型 (Waist)
 腰 (High-rise), 
 腰 (Low-rise), 
  腰 (Regular-rise)
裤口 (Leg)
开叉 (Split), 
毛边 (Cut off), 
小脚 (Ankle-tied)
Figure 4: Samples of attributes and attribute values for
tops, dress / skirt, and pants.
Figure 4 shows some samples of attributes and
attribute values from our dataset for advertising
text generation.
A.2 Comparisons with other Benchmark
Datasets
Compared with other widely used data-to-text
datasets (i.e., WEATHERGOV, WIKIBIO, E2E,
WebBLG, and ROTOWIRE), our dataset is more
suitable for long and diverse text generation. Ta-
ble 6 presents the comparisons among the datasets.
WEATHERGOV (Liang et al., 2009) defines a
task to generate a weather forecast from weather
statistics; it has a vocabulary size of less than 400,
which indicates the simplicity of its language ex-
pressions. WIKIBIO (Lebret et al., 2016) defines
a task that requires to generate a very short biogra-
phy (about 26 words) from personal information.
E2E (Novikova et al., 2017) and WebNLG (Gar-
dent et al., 2017) are not confined to one specific
domain, but also consist of very short texts (one
sentence for most of the time). These datasets
are not suitable for long text generation. RO-
TOWIRE (Wiseman et al., 2017) defines a task
that requires to generate a summary from the
records of a basketball game; the texts in RO-
TOWIRE are long enough but lack language ex-
pression diversity. We evaluated expression diver-
sity with distinct-4. Before computing distinct-4,
we first replaced numbers and named entities with
their categories because such words contribute
much to distinct-4 but not to expression diversity.
For example, Lakers was replaced with the tag
<TEAM> in ROTOWIRE, and Dior was replaced
with the tag <BRAND> in our dataset. We then
computed distinct-4 on 3,000 randomly sampled
texts from our dataset and on samples with com-
parable number of words from E2E, WebNLG,
WIKIBIO, and ROTOWIRE respectively. Our
dataset exhibits much higher diversity with a sub-
stantially higher distinct-4 score than other cor-
pora. As the texts in our dataset are long (the av-
erage length is about 110 words) and diverse, our
dataset is suitable to evaluate long and diverse text
generation in this paper.
Some other datasets pair structured data with
user-generated reviews, such as Amazon re-
views (McAuley et al., 2015), Yelp dataset5, and
IMDb dataset (Maas et al., 2011). We did not
use such corpora because the contents of user-
generated reviews do not mainly come from the
data but commonly depend on many other things
such as the reviewers’ experience and preference.
B Case Study
B.1 Advertising Text Generation
Figure 5 shows generated texts from different
models given the same input.
Most baselines fail to cover all the provided data
and repeatedly describe some of the input items.
For example, the text from Link-S2S ignores the
attribute value three-quarter sleeve and describes
the round collar twice. Checklist and CVAE also
have similar problems. As Link-S2S and Check-
list inject variations only at the conditional output
distribution, they suffer from the redundancy prob-
lem. Though Pointer-S2S covers all attribute val-
ues without redundancy, it introduces logical in-
coherence (the round collar can not reveal slender
5https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
E2E WebNLG WG WB RW Ours
Avg. Len. 14.3 22.69 28.7 26.1 337.1 110.2
Distinct-4 35.44% 46.84% N/A 47.04% 48.12% 85.35%
Vocab 65.7K 8K 394 400K 11.3K 54.9K
# Instances 50.6K 25.3K 22.1K 728K 4.9K 119K
Table 6: Statistics of E2E, WebNLG, WEATHERGOV (WG), WIKIBIO (WB), ROTOWIRE (RW) and our dataset.
We computed distinct-4 (see section 5.3) on 3,000 randomly sampled advertising texts for our dataset and on
samples with comparable number of words for E2E, WebNLG, WB and RW, respectively.
arms) in the first sentence. By contrast, both texts
generated by our model cover all the input data
without redundancy.
Due to diverse yet reasonable planning, the
two texts of our model exhibit different discourse
structures. The first text adopts a general-to-
specific discourse structure where the statement in
the beginning (i.e., the elegance of the dress) is
supported by the following descriptions of local
features. It groups global features (i.e., color, ma-
terial and length) from the input in the first sen-
tence and realizes each of the remaining sentences
with one local feature. The second text adopts a
parallel structure which splits global features and
arranges some of them in the middle. Despite the
difference, the two texts exhibit a global pattern in
the data. They both describe the dress from top
to bottom (i.e., collar − > sleeve − > shape of
the lower part), which verifies the effectiveness
of content organization. Noticeably, the two texts
show diverse wording, which exemplifies that our
model captures the diversity of expressions.
B.2 Recipe Text Generation
Figure 6 shows the generated examples. Although
the three models fail to cover all given ingredients,
our model gives the most complete procedure for
making a pumpkin pie which includes five steps:
1.beat eggs − > 2.blend with some other ingredi-
ents − > 3.pour into pie shell − > 4.bake − >
5.cool. Our model also gives the most specific and
precise instructions for step 4 and step 5. By con-
trast, all baselines miss step 3 or step 5. Checklist
produces the general phrase “combine all of the
ingredients”. CVAE suffers from the redundancy
and incoherence problems. Pointer-S2S mentions
the most ingredients but misses the most important
one “pumpkin”. Link-S2S misses “pumpkin” and
generates incoherent expressions.
Input
1 . <类型, 裙>         
<Category, Dress / Skirt> 
2 . <版型, 显瘦>     
<Design, Figure Flattering> 
3 . <材质, 蕾丝>     
<Material, Lace> 
4 . <颜色, 黑色>     
<Color, Black>
5 . <风格, 简约>     
<Style, Minimalist> 
6 . <风格, 性感>     
<Style, Sexy>
7 . <裙型, A字>     
<Shape, A-line> 
8 . <裙长, 长裙>         
<Length, Long>
9 . <裙袖长, 七分袖>        
<Sleeve Length, Three-quarter Sleeve> 
10. <裙领型, 圆领>     
<Collar, Round> 
11. <裙款式, 拼接>      
<Element, Stitching>
Methods Missing Pairs texts
Checklist 11
这款黑色蕾丝长裙，简约的圆领设计，修饰颈部曲线，性感迷人。
This dress with black lace, the minimalist round collar flatters the curve of your neck which is
sexy and attractive.
七分袖设计，修饰手臂曲线，更显纤细修长。
The three-quarter sleeves flatter the curves of your arms, making your arms look slender.
A字版型，遮肉显瘦，不挑身材，适合各种身材。
The A-line shape is figure flattering and fit for all kinds of figures.
七分袖设计，修饰手臂曲线，更显纤细修长。
The three-quarter sleeves flatter the curves of your arms, making your arms look slender.
CVAE 4
这是一款十分简约的A字长裙，采用了经典的圆领设计，经典的圆领，贴合颈部肌肤，带
来舒适的穿着体验。
This is a very minimalist A-line dress, which adopts a classic design of round collar, the classic
round collar fits your neck and brings you comfortable dressing experience.
七分袖的设计，能够很好的修饰手臂的曲线，带来显瘦的穿着效果。
The design of three-quarter sleeves perfects the curves of your arms with the effect of flattering
your figure.
蕾丝拼接的设计，带来了浓郁的性感气息。
The design of lace cutting and stitching makes you look very sexy.
七分袖的设计，穿着舒适自在。
The design of three-quarter sleeves makes you comfortable.
Pointer-S2S
这款黑色的长裙，简约的圆领七分袖设计，露出纤细的手臂。
This black dress, the minimalist designs of the round collar and three-quarter sleeves reveal your
slender arms.
拼接蕾丝的设计，若隐若现的露出白皙的肌肤，性感迷人。
The design of lace cutting and stitching shows a looming presence of your white skin, which is
sexy and attractive.
A字裙的版型，显瘦又显高。
The A-line shape is figure flattering and makes you look taller.
Link-S2S 9, 11
黑色的蕾丝长裙，简约的圆领设计，修饰脸型，更显性感迷人。
The black dress with lace, the minimalist round collar flatters your face shape, which makes you
look sexier and more attractive.
A字版型，修身显瘦，展现女性优雅身姿。
The A-line shape flatters your figure and shows your graceful posture.
简约的圆领设计，修饰脸型，更显脸小精致。
The minimalist round collar flatters your face shape, which makes your face look more delicate.
PHVM
Groups Sentences
3, 4, 8, 11
黑色的蕾丝拼接长裙，展现出别具一格的气质。
This is a black dress with lace cutting and stitching, which has an aura 
of unique elegance.
6, 10
圆领的设计既能露出女性性感的锁骨，又能起到修饰脸型的作用。
The round neckline not only shows off your sexy collarbones, but also 
flatters your face shape.
5, 9
简约的七分袖，修饰纤细的手臂，散发出时尚气息。
The minimalist three-quarter sleeves betray your slender arms, 
radiating fashion.
2, 7
修身的A字版型，提高了腰线，更有显瘦的效果。
The A-line shape heightens your waistline visually, which is figure 
flattaring.
2
略微修身的版型，能很好地修饰身材，穿着舒适又显瘦。
Its lightly slimming design flatters your figure, while keeping your 
body comfortable.
3, 4, 6, 11
黑色蕾丝拼接的点缀，性感时尚，亮眼吸睛。
The decoration of black lace cutting and stitching is sexy, fashionable 
and buzzworthy.
5, 10
简约的小圆领，搭配七分袖处理，举手投足间尽显优雅气质。
The minimalist round collar, paired with the three-quarter sleeves, 
shows your elegant temperament.
7, 8
A字长裙版型，上身凸显纤细腰肢，让你轻松穿出女神范。
The dress’s shape is A-line, which accentuates your slender waist and 
endows you a beautiful look.
Figure 5: Generated advertising texts from different models. Attribute values are colored in red. Repeated expres-
sions are underlined.
Title: Drunken apple/pumpkin pie
Ingredients: 2 eggs
3/4 c brown sugar ; firmly packed
1 9-inch pie shell ; unbaked
1 c cooked pumpkin - mashed and drained
1 c applesauce ; thick & chunky
1 tb flour
1/2 ts salt
1 ts each cinnamon and ginger
1/4 ts nutmeg
1/8 ts each allspice and cloves
1 1/2 c half-and-half or vaporated milk 1 ts vanilla
1 c pecan halves
2 tb rum
Truth In a bowl, beat together the eggs and sugar until light.
Mix in the pumpkin, applesauce, flour, salt, cinnamon, ginger, nutmeg, allspice, cloves, half-and-half and vanilla;
Blend thoroughly.
Pour into pie shell.
Arrange pecan halves over top of filling.
And bake 30 to 35 minutes longer , or until filling is firm and a knife inserted 1 '' from the edge comes out clean.
Cool on a wire rack.
At serving time, warm rum in a small container suitable for pouring.
Light the rum with a match and pour immediately while flaming over the pie.
Checklist Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Grease a 9 '' pie plate. In large bowl, combine all of the ingredients, mixing well. 
Pour into a greased 9x13 '' pan. Bake for 1 hour at 350 degrees for 1 hour. Cool. Store in airtight container.
CVAE Beat the eggs with the sugar, flour, salt, cinnamon and nutmeg in a bowl. Make a well in the center of the mixture 
and set aside. Combine the pumpkin, flour, salt, cinnamon, nutmeg, and nutmeg and stir into the eggs. Add the 
half-and-half, flour, salt, and nutmeg, mixing well. Bake in a 350 f oven for 45 minutes, or until a knife inserted in 
the center comes out clean. Cool in the pan for 5 minutes, then remove from the pan.
Pointer-S2S Beat eggs until light and fluffy. Add brown sugar, applesauce, flour, salt, nutmeg, cloves, allspice, and pecans. 
Pour into pie shell. Bake at 350 degrees for 45 minutes.
Link-S2S Beat eggs until light and fluffy. Add sugar, eggs, and vanilla. Mix well. Add eggs, one at a time, beating well after 
each addition. Stir in the flour, baking powder, salt, and vanilla. Pour into a greased and floured 9 '' x 13 '' pan. 
Bake at 350 degrees for 45 minutes.
PHVM In a large mixing bowl , beat together the eggs and brown suger until light and fluffy. Stir in the pumpkin. Blend 
in the flour, salt and nutmeg or half-and-half. Stir in vanilla and pecans. Pour into prepared pie shell. Bake for 30-
35 minutes or until toothpick inserted in the center comes out clean. Cool on racks.
Figure 6: Generated recipes from different models.
